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Abstract:

Biographical note:
Frank Kruse is an artist and independent researcher whose current project includes archiving the
writings of the Australian ‘proto-extropian’ poet & philosopher Harry Hooton (1908–1961). He
founded this project after observing the lack of historical representation of the literary
underground that once flourished during the 1940s and 1950s in Australia. Before being kicked
out asked to leave two universities (thus far), Frank studied sound, video art, web design and
photography. As his collage artwork has been deemed too pornographic to exhibit, he now prefers
to live and work in idiosyncratic isolation (www.hootonics.com).
Nollie Nahrung lives in the Northern Rivers of New South Wales. She is a PhD candidate in the
School of Arts and Social Sciences at Southern Cross University (SCU) and her thesis explores
relationship anarchy. Nollie holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree with First Class Honours from SCU
and a Bachelor of Multimedia Studies with Distinction from Central Queensland University. She
is a university medallist. Nollie’s research publications are available from https://scuau.academia.edu/NolJoy
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Research Statement
Research background
The act of editing may be the key postmodern artistic instrument<119. In collage,
writing is stripped of the pretense of originality and appears as a practice of
mediation<120. By incorporating materials that are inextricably linked to the realities
of daily life, the collage artist establishes an immediate identification, both real and
imagined, between the viewer and the work of art<122. Here, the source texts resonate
beyond the position of mere raw material, becoming, with the audience, integral and
constitutive of the material processes of transfer<147.
Is reasoned purpose necessary?<np. Each will hear differently, And hear aright<55.
Research contribution
Sometimes we literary-minded remixologists find ourselves innovating the mediumistic
qualities of the form we are working in without even necessarily thinking about it. […]
Other times we … are fully self-conscious of the rival lineage we spring forth from and
knowingly take on other … styles just to see what happens when we move inside other
writers’ bodies (of work). This is when remixologically inhabiting the spirit of another
writer’s stylistic tendencies or at least the subconsciously imagined writerly gestures
that illuminate his or her live spontaneous performance feels more like an embodied
praxis<108–109.
These works generate relationships between temporal events by articulating a
connection between the past and the present, and open this relationship to exploration
via interaction<151. You won’t know the sequence in which the different cells were
spun and attached to one another. You have to decide for yourself how to read its
patterning, but if you pluck it at any point, the entire web will vibrate<125.
Research significance
Ultimately, our experience of the world involves a temporal process in which past
events provide a condition for becoming<151. This ongoing activity of disciplined
making is nothing if not an aesthetically fit durational achievement<148.
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